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DAILY PROCEEDINGS 
 
WEDNESDAY EVENING, JUNE 16, 2010 
 
CLERGY SESSION - Bishop Peter D. Weaver called the clergy session to order at 6:30 P.M. He offered 

thanksgiving for those who died this year followed by a moment of silent prayer for these persons and verbally 
lifting up gifts received through these persons.  Bishop welcomed all clergy to the Clergy Session of the New 
England Conference.   

Bishop Weaver welcomed Vermont clergy of the Troy Conference stating that they would join the 
reconfigured New England Conference the following day.  Vermont pastors were invited to stand and be 
recognized.  All welcomed them with cheers! Lynn McCracken and Ernest Belisle, Co-Chairs of the Board of 
Ordained Ministry (BOOM), opened with worship then introduced their report, contained in answers to 
questions of the Business of Annual Conference.  

Bishop Weaver affirmed the ministry of all pastors, local pastor, other conferences, etc.  
Lynn McCracken and Ernest Belisle recommended that: David H. Baird; John M. Blackadar; Hakyung 

Cho-Kim; Caroline B. Edge; Linda Littlefield Grenfell; Sylvanus Jackson; David Mangun; Ronald F. Messer; Carroll 
C. Moore; Susan J. Morrison; Richard R. Noyes, effective Feb. 1, 2010; Robert L. Plaisted, effective Jan. 1, 2010; 
W. Richard Souza, effective Mar. 30, 2010; Michael R. Stotts; Thomas G. Thompson, effective Jan. 1, 2010; be 
approved as retired elders, as well as Bruce M. Young to be approved as a retiring associate member, and 
Beverly Blaisdell to be approved as a retiring probationary (provisional) member. The motions were approved. 

Bishop Weaver offered a prayer for those who are transferring in and out of Conference. 
During the session, Ron Wilson, as the Dean of the Cabinet, answered Question 17 (See the Business of 

the Annual Conference.) 
Lynn McCracken and Ernest Belisle moved that Julia Daley be elected as a provisional Deacon. The 

motion was approved. 
Lynn McCracken and Ernest Belisle moved that Shinhyung Ahn, James Arrison, Matthew Bowles (VT), 

Jeffrey Hooker, Bob (Song Bok) Jon, Shandirai Mawokomatanda be elected as a Provisional Elders. They were 
asked to leave the room. They were elected and returned to be greeted with applause. 

Lynn McCracken and Ernest Belisle moved that Erica Hirsch be elected and ordained as a Deacon in full 
connection. She was asked to leave the room. She was then elected and returned to be greeted with applause. 

Lynn McCracken and Ernest Belisle moved that Chong Wook Choi, Sharon Lovejoy, Kathleen Macedo, 
Linda Stetter, William Taylor, Kristin White be ordained and James Blair (previously ordained in another 
denomination) be elected as elders in full connection. They were asked to leave the room. They were 
individually elected and returned separately to be greeted with applause. 

Other questions were answered and voted respectively, including those requiring 2/3 and ¾ majority 
votes. The entire report was then adopted. (See the Business of the Annual Conference.) 

Cathy MacGovern and Seth Asare addressed the session to inform members that henceforth the 
Continuing Education Policy will be moved from Conference Policy and Procedures to BOOM policy and the 
completed policy will be presented to the 2011 Clergy Executive Session. Other announcements followed. 

Bishop Weaver declared the Clergy Executive Session adjourned at 8:53 P.M. 
 
THURSDAY AFTERNOON JUNE 17, 2010 
 
MEMORIAL SERVICE – The River of Life 
 
Our Service of Celebration with Remembrance opened at 2:00 PM, with Bishop Weaver presiding. As 

read by Margaret Bickford and Jacob Mueller, we remembered these saints:  
CLERGY: Gerald E. Beach, Russell M. Chase, Carlton T. Daley, J. Arthur Dahlstrand, Paul K. Deats, Ernest 

R. Drake,  Mary Webber Hall, Quinton Ivy, Clark A. Osborn, Norman Porter, Leicester R. Potter, Sandra Rehe, 
Charles Reynolds, and John R. Smith.                                     

SPOUSES: Beverly Boyden, Carol Ann Bunnell, Shirley Ruth Helms, Frances Huston, Arthur Oliver, Verna 
E. Potter, Maude Reynolds, Elaine C. Smith, Leda Smith, Martha Uhlinger, and Lillian Wallace.                           

       STAFF: Jean Moore and Cynthia Sulesky      
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RECOGNITION OF RETIREES – Some of those retiring participated in the liturgy of “Views from the River 
of Life” honoring our saints, in the River of Love, the River of Memory, the River of Joy, the River of Sorrow, the 
River of Peace, and the River of Strength. The honored retirees were:  David H. Baird, John M. Blackadar, 
Hakyung Cho-Kim; Caroline B. Edge; Linda Littlefield Grenfell; Sylvanus Jackson; David Mangun; Ronald F. 
Messer; Carroll C. Moore; Susan J. Morrison; Richard R. Noyes, Robert L. Plaisted, W. Richard Souza, Michael R. 
Stotts, Thomas G. Thompson, Bruce M. Young, and Beverly Blaisdell. 

 
THURSDAY AFTERNOON CONFERENCE SESSION 
 
Bishop Peter D. Weaver called the session to order at 3:40 P.M. He offered a welcome and introduction 

to Annual Conference, describing it as at an “in-between” time of being the old New England Conference and the 
new New England Conference. 

ORGANIZATIONAL - Bishop Weaver welcomed Conference Lay Leader Oscar Harrell to the head table. 
He would be the first of many Laity to assist Bishop Weaver during this year’s Annual Conference. Bishop Weaver 
then welcomed Conference Secretary, Ralph Oduor and the rest of the team, Jim McPhee, Kristin White, and 
Kristine Anderson. 

 RETIREE VIDEOS – The first set of presentations shared retiree videos from Mike Stotts, Caroline Edge, 
and Sylvanus Jackson. Similar videos of retirees would be interspersed during the rest of the three-day session. 

BOOM - Bishop Peter D. Weaver handed a certificate to each retiree, with the assistance of Ernest 
Belisle and Lynn McCracken, the co-Chairs of BOOM. He offered a prayer for the lives and gifts of the retired 
pastors. 

Bishop invited 2010 ordinands to the stage.  He asked them the historic questions and they responded.  
He then offered a prayer for them and all of our ministries. 

LAY MEMBERS FROM VERMONT - Ralph Oduor moved the adoption of RS-218 - Lay Members from 
Vermont. It was adopted unanimously. 

CLERGY MEMBERS FROM VERMONT - Ralph Oduor moved the adoption of RS-219 - Clergy Members 
from Vermont. It was adopted unanimously. 

VOTING CARD RITUAL - Conference Secretary Ralph Oduor, instructed members on the procedure for 
Voting Card Ritual; Ushers would go up and down the aisles, handing out green voting cards to current NEAC 
members in exchange for their yellow voting cards. Vermont members of former Troy Annual Conference 
received green voting cards in exchange for red special cards. 

ADJOURNMENT – Ralph Oduor moved the adjournment of the old configured New England Annual 
Conference till the opening of the reconfigured or new New England Annual Conference in the evening. The 
motion was adopted. 

Bishop Weaver declared us so adjourned at 4:21 P.M.   
GRACE - Jack Johnson, Mass Council of Churches spoke and led us in grace before our evening meal. 
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THURSDAY EVENING, JUNE 17, 2010 – A River Runs Through Us 
 
CALL TO ORDER – The Opening Worship was at 6:30 P.M, with theme of A River Running. 
ORGANIZATIONAL - Bishop Weaver introduced Bishop Gaspar Domingos, Bishop of the West Angola 

Conference. 
The conference musicians played while the Conference Committee on Youth Ministries marched in.  

Presenters, District Superintendants, and VT appointees marched in to “Wade in the Water.”    Bishop Weaver 
welcomed everyone to the new New England Annual Conference.  

Bishop Weaver preached “We are in the river running.”  BAPTISMAL REMBERANCE- The River Runs 
Through Our Lives. All District Lay Leaders participated stating the rivers running through their districts. “Will you 
let the river of Christ flow through you?”  

Bishop Weaver introduced the Rev. Dr. Zan Holmes, narrator of original Disciple Bible Study videos. 
KEYNOTE SPEAKER –Rev. Dr. Zan Holmes, the keynote speaker, led the first of two conversations with 

these highlights (after reading from Acts 1:4-8, 14, 2:1-4: “Do you look like that picture?” There are no two 
churches that are alike and we all need to reach our own potential.  They found common ground to grow.  More 
loyal to people and conferences than we are to Jesus Christ.  “Extend an invitation to Christian Discipleship.”  It is 
interesting where he (Jesus) told them to meet him in Jerusalem.   Don’t want to meet you in Jerusalem, because 
that’s where you have failed.  Go back to the place, where you made the wrong turn; to the place of 
disappointment, place of your downfall. Go back to Jerusalem; they were waiting with no pride, having come to 
the end of their own strength.   He saw the New Jerusalem coming down from God.  God’s gracious gift and now 
we are to receive.  He stated that when all we can offer God is our need and not our own power, we are ready 
not only to receive the Spirit as a gift, but to be transformed. 

 “Hey New England is that you?” or is that only a slight resemblance? We are here tonight to get our 
pictures touched up.  Some of us need an extreme makeover.  The nation needs a touch up, you and I need a 
touch up.   Leave here like the people we are supposed to look like. It was an energetic, inspirational “sermon”! 

Dr. Holmes stressed that the mission of the church should be “to make disciples of Christ, for the 
transformation of the world,” and that the world cannot be transformed until the church is transformed. 

TRANSITIONING INTO CONFERENCING – Martin McLee was the liturgist. 
CONFERENCING - Bishop Weaver opened first session of the new NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE and 

announced that the Offering from Memorial Service totaled $5,467.12 and that it would go for Haiti relief.  He 
stated that in the previous week, he had brought a check for $15,000 (courtesy of Pastor’s Aid Society) to Florida 
Annual Conference for their mission teams going to Haiti to help pay Methodist pastors in Haiti. Florida is in 
partnership with the Methodist Church of Haiti. He announced “Mission Leap Forward”, asking for a leap out in 
mission in the respective churches.  Each church should participate in the “Mission Leap Forward”, going into 
their neighborhoods, and into every corner of the world. “Take an orange ribbon if you have participated, and tie 
it on your neck wallet”, he urged.  

Bishop invited everyone to hold up their green voting cards.  “Welcome to the new New England 
Conference,” he said.  He then invited those from the VT to stand and be welcomed with clapping.  He asked 
that in order for us to get know each other, we should highlight the name of the state written on our name tags, 
in larger and bold letters. He thanked the Transition Team made up of New England and Vermont, and led by 
respectively, Wesley Palmer and Rebecca Clark.  He asked the team members to stand and be recognized.   

WELCOMING OUR GUESTS –John Blackadar invited these persons to stand and be recognized: Debra 
Denzel, Black College Student;  Alejandro Saintclair, Rosaura Hernandez, Santos Boza, Nicaraguan Covenant; 
Cheryl Meachen and Boston University crew helping around the edges; Lee Domann, musician; Musicians 
leading worship with music. John ended by asking members to refer to Page 91 of the goldenrod color covered 
book, Holy Conferencing.  He asked everyone to read it, as it would be an important guide to how we do 
conferencing. 

MONITORING – Bishop Weaver introduced Lisa Fagerstrom of the Commission on Religion and Race 
(CORR). She spoke regarding our accountability process.  She acknowledged the contribution of Bea McCullough, 
of CORR Troy of Conference. On behalf of CORR and Commission on the Status and Role of Women (COSROW) 
there will be monitors, mandated by Book of Discipline, the Bible and by the message earlier from Dr. Holmes, to 
monitor and to love our neighbor and ourselves.  We should want to monitor ourselves. 

 BOARD OF CHURCH & SOCIETY – We Chang, Chair, previewed the issues of Justice for Our Neighbors, 
undocumented immigrants and invited people to take a free T-shirt and wear tomorrow in solidarity with 
immigrants.  It was a gift to all members of Annual Conference.  He presented a T-shirt to Bishop Weaver.   
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Bishop emphasized the seriousness and importance of this issue – not only in Arizona, but here in our 
own conference.  We need to be in prayer about this; we need to know our scriptures about this.  For us this is 
not a political matter, it’s a spiritual matter. 

Bishop Weaver introduced and thanked Ralph Oduor, the Conference Secretary. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS - Ralph Oduor, Conference Secretary, announced that the roll call would be taken 

from the registrations at the registration desk. When voting, vote with the green voting card distributed earlier 
during the Voting card Ritual.   

Ralph Oduor reminded the Conference of its rules of procedure.  Any motion that is made must be in 
writing to the Secretary and Presiding Officer before it can be acted upon.  Motion forms are available from any 
of the usher/tellers.  If you wish to be recognized, please raise and wave your voting card from your seat, before 
moving to a microphone.  This helps visibility in the front of the Chapel. 

Ralph Oduor stated the following concerning lost and found: A box for deposit of lost items will be 
located in the lobby.  You may speak with Debbie Cannella there to retrieve or deposit a lost or found item. 
There would be no announcements from the stage concerning any lost items. 

Ralph Oduor stated concerning miscellaneous announcements and messages: If you wish to deliver a 
message or make an announcement, please obtain a form to complete from Debbie Cannella in the lobby. 
Announcements would be placed on the bulletin board in the lobby, or if urgent, they may be displayed on the 
bottom of the screen. Further, material may not be distributed within the chapel without the approval of the 
Choreographer or the Conference Secretary. Only ushers/tellers or pages may distribute material inside the 
chapel. 

ORGANIZATIONAL MOTIONS - Ralph Oduor moved that the bar of the Conference be defined as the 
entire chapel floor and the balcony.  The motion was adopted. 

 Ralph Oduor moved that the agenda printed in the PCB be adopted as the working agenda for this 
session.  The motion was adopted. 

 Ralph Oduor moved that Kristine Anderson, David Calhoun, Ruth Oduor, Ami Sawtelle, Josephine 
Sierra, and Kristin White, be elected as the Committee on Journal and as Assistant Secretaries.  The motion was 
adopted. 

Ralph Oduor moved that Ruby Blake, Fran Camacho, Sandie Charbono, Sharlene Cormie, Donna Costa, 
Melanie Fengler, Laurie Hezekiah-Cox, Pam Jaques, Nancy Kenty, Ted Locke, Jean Marsh, Bob Packard, Linda 
Peabody, and Shallon Sullivan, be elected as usher/tellers with Fran Camacho as head usher.  The motion was 
adopted. 

 Ralph Oduor moved that those who have appropriately filed excuses with the Conference Secretary be 
excused from the sessions as requested.  The motion was adopted. 

 Ralph Oduor moved that all reports printed in the booklet be adopted and printed in the Conference 
Journal.  The motion was adopted. 

COMMITTEE ON RULES – Gwen Purushotham moved adoption of RS-213 concerning amendments to 
the Rules of Order. The motion was adopted with the necessary 2/3 majority. 

NUMBER OF DISTRICTS - Brigid Farrell and John Blackadar moved adoption of RS-216 – expanding the 
number of districts from 8 to 9. The motion was adopted. 

 DISTRICT BOUNDARIES - Bishop Weaver thanked Brigid, and John and the team that worked on district 
boundaries.  He announced the district boundaries: the 8 districts of the old New England Conference and the 
boundaries of the state of VT will comprise the VT district, with the exception of Canaan, VT which will remain in 
the New Hampshire district. 

VERMONT DISTRICT APPOINTMENTS - Brigid Farrell, District Superintendent (DS) came to the stage and 
was introduced by Bishop Weaver. The Music team played the District Song. She was accompanied to the stage 
by Eve Doyon, the District Lay Leader. The DS announced the new appointments as the respective pastor and 
church lay leader came to the stage.  

After the last announcement, Bishop asked all the Vermont members to stand.  He then led us in 
prayer. This procedure would be followed whenever a district came up to announce appointment changes. 

COMMITTEE ON LEADERSHIP – Sam Purushotham introduced the committee’s report stating that 
members should report corrections to the committee and that the final list and vote on the Nominating slate 
would be on Saturday. 

COUNCIL ON FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION (CFA) - Barbara Cann and Bruce Young, co-Chairs, 
presented the revised 2010 and the proposed 2011 Conference Budgets. They highlighted the amended 2010 
Budget and the proposed 2011 Budget.  
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In the 2010 Uniting Agreements, four Bishops agreed, that the total 2010 mission share receipts of the 
Vermont churches of the former Troy Conference (TC) will be split 50/50 between the New England Conference 
(NEC) and Upper New York Conference (UNY) regardless of which conference received the money. Assets of TC 
that are pension related and identified by person will be allocated to NEC and UNY based on where clergy are 
members. All other assets of TC will be allocated to NEC and UNY on a 30/70 split. All Vermont programs which 
have been supported by the Troy Conference will continue to be fully supported by the “NEW” New England 
Conference at least through 2011. 

Concerning the 2010 Revised Budget, the increases in this revision are entirely related to the Vermont 
churches becoming part of the New England Conference family: 

The total increase in the revision is $332,000 for the balance of 2010. We should fully expect to pay for 
this from the Vermont ½ year mission shares.

The 2011 Budget Proposal is essentially same as 2010 Revised Budget except for the first full year of 
Vermont inclusion, and the consequences of that fact. All Other items would remain essentially the same with 
some minor changes.  

Bishop Weaver requested that a special opportunity be available for people to gather to ask questions 
regarding the budget in preparation for voting on Saturday.  The dialogue would probably be on Friday during 
lunch.  Details were announced later. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS – Jim McPhee made these announcements: the Health Screening clinic will be open 
all day for those in the Health Flex program.  Also, Olin Mills is doing a pictorial directory for the new New 
England Conference in Olsen Science Center. 

RECESS – Bishop Weaver declared a recess at 9:20 PM 
David Abbott led us in the closing prayer. 
Bishop Weaver invited VT members to stay for a brief visit with him. 
 
FRIDAY MORNING, JUNE 18, 2010 – Casting Bread upon the Waters 
 
CALL TO ORDER - Bishop Weaver called the Conference to order at 9:00 A.M, following opening worship 

that began at 8:30 A.M. He then led us all in prayer. 
ORGANIZATIONAL – Conference Lay Leader, Oscar Harrell, joined the Bishop at the head table. 
RETIREE VIDEOS – The body watched videos of Susan Morrison, Barry Wood, and Ha-Kyung Cho-Kim.  

After each video, the retiree would stand to applause and thanks from the body, led by Bishop Weaver. This 
process would be repeated a number of times later for the remaining retirees. 

GUEST BISHOPS – Bishop Weaver recognized Bishop Domingos of West Angola, and Bishop Dale White. 
They were each greeted with applause. 

ORGANIZATIONAL – Ruby Blake, co-Lay Leader of MBH district joined the Bishop at the head table. 
Bishop Weaver called for prayer concerns.  An update was given regarding David Svenson for whom the 

body had been praying.  People called out names for prayer concerns and then the Bishop offered a prayer and 
led us in singing “Take It to the Lord in Prayer.” 

COMMITTEE ON JOURNAL- Kristine Anderson reported for the Committee on Journal that the 
proceedings of the previous day had been received and found to be in order. She moved their adoption. The 
motion was adopted. 

MONITORING REPORTS – Lisa Fagerstrom offered the monitoring report from Thursday’s session, 
asking people to think about what they saw.  She noted that, as was the case last year, there’s not a lot of racial 
or ethnic diversity on the stage.  She, Bonnie Marden and Mitch Thomas have worked on this and invited people 
to participate, to join the choir, etc.  Please let Lisa know if there are boundaries and barriers.  She encouraged 
gender diversity in the praise dancing.  She encouraged people to open their hearts to increased diversity and to 
be courageous enough to speak up when we see injustice.  Lisa closed with a story about noticing issues around 
us. 

Bobby McClain noted that he was the person in Lisa’s story.  He didn’t realize that any one was sensitive 
enough to notice and noted that the Conference has come a long way.   

Bishop Weaver responded that we are going on to perfection and we expect to be made perfect in love 
in this life, with an emphasis on expecting it to happen. 

CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS (CMA) DISTRICT APPOINTMENTS – Ron Wilson, the DS, announced district 
appointments following the process used on Thursday. 

Bishop Weaver announced that Ron Wilson will continue as the Dean of the Cabinet for 2010-2011. 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER – Rev. Dr. Zan Holmes called for questions.  A woman from the balcony noted that 
his sermon changed her life.  Bobby McClain spoke and asked Rev. Holmes to speak of his journey to St. Luke’s 
Community UMC.  Rev. Homes spoke of his journey and the growth to 1,500 people.  No one could serve as a 
leader in the church without attending a bible study.  The church required that every bible study had to have an 
outreach ministry.  Disciple Bible Study contributed tremendously to the growth of St. Luke’s.  The bible study 
has been translated into 6 different languages.  He served as a pastor of that church for 28 years; the church 
became and still is the leading congregation in that city.  He acknowledged that keeping the vision alive is one of 
the greatest challenges a church faces. Quoting from the Old Testament, Dr. Holmes reiterated that without 
vision, the people will perish, “but I say to you that without passion for the vision, the vision itself will perish,” he 
added. To keep the vision alive, the congregation of St Luke’s reflected on their vision annually, noting its “cross 
shape,” calling for both a personal relationship with God on a vertical axis, and an outward focus on justice with 
their community on a horizontal axis.  

  About diversity he wanted to make sure there were not just all black people in the churches. We are 
often accused of celebrating our differences and being accused of worshiping our difference. Rev. Holmes stated 
that in a diverse world, the future of the church is dependent on celebrating our God-given differences.   
Christian growth involves being open to receive and open to worship with people that are different. What would 
Jesus do?  

Dr. Holmes concluded his remarks with the reminder that all people are going on to perfection, and “we 
cannot afford the luxury of liking ourselves too much.” Our best year, Dr. Holmes said, is the one ahead of us as 
we are invited to “claim the brand new future that God is offering.” 

Bishop Weaver thanked our keynote speaker, Rev. Dr. Zan Holmes, and closed with a prayer of 
thanksgiving for him before his departure. 

ORGANIZATIONAL – Eve Doyon, Lay Leader of Vermont district, joined the Bishop at the head table. 
BOARD OF LAITY AND VISIONING TABLE – After a standing break, Oscar Harrell and Veta Daley, 

respectively of the Board of Laity (BOL) and the Conference Visioning Table (CVT), gave a joint presentation.  
Members of both the Board of Laity and the Visioning Table were invited to stand and be acknowledged.  Veta 
called attention to the report on Page 79 of the Pre-Conference booklet (PCB).  The CVT supports the local 
church through the sharing of resources, leadership and gifts around a common table aligned to our vision, 
mission and critical issues. The team has a lot of freedom to envision since they’re not restrained by committee 
work.  They offered an invitation for people to participate.  A presentation recognized spiritual best practices in 
shared ministries including: Grace Vision Church, Cambridge, MA, accompanied by a video presentation; 
Blackstone Valley UMC, Whitinsville, MA who has the blue bag ministry collaborating with local food pantries; 
Good Shepherd UMC, Malden, MA, sharing new ministry as a result of Natural Church Development, and using 
their VBS to reach out to neighbors, thus using familiar tools towards new ends; New Light Church, Portland ME, 
accompanied by a video presentation about new ways of doing church.  A vision of sharing: What are the other 
ways that congregations can share resources for new ministries? 

What are your thoughts, concerns, questions and ideas for shared ministry? 
BISHOP WHITE - Bishop Weaver acknowledged and recognized Bishop Dale White and Gwen White, 

stating that Bishop White would receive an award at 7 A.M on Saturday at the Philips Music Hall, from Methodist 
Federation for Social Action (MFSA). 

BLACK COLLEGE STUDENT – Fay Flanary, Conference Global Ministries Secretary, introduced the Black 
College Student, Debra Denzel-Bridgeport, CT. a student Psychology Major at Bennett College, Greensboro, NC.  
Debra spoke, referring to the bible book of Jeremiah she said “God knows the plan God has for you.”  She shared 
her own story and college experience.  Debra was acknowledged by the conference.  Debra noted that our 
conference paid 82% of Mission Shares.  

Bishop Weaver noted that “God Has a Plan for the Annual Conference to pay 100% of Mission Share.” 
Fay Flanary shared that in NE we have two missionaries, and there are 11 missionaries in the World we 

support. Their biographies were in the cafeteria.   There were cards and envelopes in the pews.  She asked that 
members please send a note to our missionaries in ministry.  The cards would be collected in the dining room to 
be mailed as a group.  

 Bishop acknowledged the Jerome DelPino, General Secretary of the General Board of Higher Education. 
BOARD OF CHURCH & SOCIETY – We Chang, Chair, moved adoption of RS-220, with remarks about the 

T-shirts that he said were a gift from Church World Service.  He would provide information about how to get the 
T-shirts.  He invited members to bring the T-shirts and to wear them on Sunday as a witness in churches.  He 
made a presentation on rights of Undocumented Immigrants and about sharing the burdens of immigrants.  
Following a Video presentation on Justice for our Neighbor (JFON) of he used PowerPoint slides: 
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“Bear One Another’s burden, in this way you have fulfilled the law of Christ”    Galatians 6:2 
• Burden of Being Strangers 
• Burden of Fear and Anxiety 
• Burden of Oppression  
• Burden of Family Separation 
• Burden of Poverty and Global Migration. 

JFON MISSION: Justice for Our Neighbors is a faith-driven, congregationally based ministry, welcoming 
immigrants into our churches and communities by providing free, high-quality immigration legal services, 
education, and advocacy. 

 We Chang encouraged churches to participate.  JFON hopes to open four regional centers.  He offered 
ways to help: pray, volunteer, be a covenant partner and be an advocate or prophet.  There were flyers in the 
pews to sign-up and return to Immigration Task Force.  He also mentioned that Federico Carmona joined a group 
walking 70 miles in solidarity. 

RS-220, with two friendly amendments, was adopted. 
CONFERENCE CAMPS - Directors of the Camps and Retreat Centers: Michael Moore, Wanakee; Norm 

Thombs, Mechuwana; the Chair of the Board of Directors for Covenant Hills; Jen Carpenter, Aldersgate gave 
their reports.  We watched a video about Camping Ministry in New England. Larry Peacock, Rolling Ridge, spoke 
about the increased Conservation Restriction negotiation process at Rolling Ridge. These be in addition to 
current Restrictions which include: Rolling Ridge is in a Watershed Protection District, with subzones; Non 
Disturbance zone – new structures prohibited within 250 ft of the Lake; 100 feet of wetlands; Non Discharge 
zone; some structures permitted, but require special permit, 250-325 ft from the Lake, 100-325 ft from 
wetlands; General zone, residential building permitted, 325 ft from the Lake and wetlands. Above figures were 
for the pre-October 1994 lots. Post-1994 increased to 400 ft from the Lake or wetlands. 

This was information for the Annual Conference and no action from members was sought by Rolling 
Ridge. 

ORDER OF THE DAY- Jim McPhee moved adoption of RS-217, a new covenant between the UCC of VT 
and the New England Conference. The motion was adopted. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS - Ralph Oduor announced that RS-205 and RS-206 had been removed from the 
Consent calendar. Ralph also announced that a dialogue session on the budget would be held in Phillips Hall 
during lunch. 

RECESS – Bishop Weaver declared us in recess at 12:21 PM 
GRACE - The counseling team from Camp Aldersgate led everyone in the “Superman” Grace. 
 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON 
 
CALL TO ORDER - Bishop Weaver called the Conference to order at 1:38 PM.  
COMMITTEE ON NATIVE AMERICAN AWARENESS – Pat Parent introduced the Nuweetooun (means 

“Our Home”) School children from Exeter, RI, who sang two songs with percussion accompaniment.  Julia 
Doutaz, the Chair, presented the children and teachers with a gift.  Pat sang a Native American Call to Worship 
and led the Opening Liturgy from the School of Christian Mission Native American study worship for 2009. 

ORGANIZATIONAL – Bishop Weaver welcomed Ginny Wright, Vice-President of UMW, to the table to 
help preside over the Annual Conference.  

CONFERENCE POLICY ON ANTI-RACISM - Oscar Harrell and Don Rudalevige moved adoption of RS 207. 
The resolution was discussed, and then the motion was adopted. 

Lisa Fagerstrom spoke about ways to make this resolution a reality.  She invited people in small groups 
to discuss questions for reflection:  What are some differences that you immediately see when meeting a 
person?  What are some differences that you hear, see, discover about a person after you get to know them?  
After discussion, Lisa wrote down responses from groups.  Making split observations about people doesn’t make 
us bad people; it’s what we do with those assumptions.  We then returned to the small groups to share one 
thing that each person will commit to go back and do.  Each group wrote down responses and turned them in. 

  Bishop Weaver reminded of the body of Zan Holmes’ presentation about being unique and united.   
These were the commitment responses that were turned in to Lisa: 
The question that Lisa asked members was, “What is one thing you will commit to doing to support this 

resolution?” 
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Don’t view someone’s difference as a problem but rather as an opportunity; Be a good listener; Love as 
Jesus loves; Like Paul, we must have the mind of Christ; Do not to judge by what I see but wait to lovingly know 
what is beneath the waterline; Be more intentional about getting to know others and the gifts they have; This 
summer, I will get to know three different people who are different from me; Appreciate history and background 
of other people; Outreach to people coming to newly available low-cost housing; What diversity do we need to 
be aware of in our community?; Bible study on diversity; I will learn the names of the Korean congregation 
members that share [our] facility and pray for them by name; Don’t jump to conclusions - not making 
assumptions about people; Give all people an even chance; Overlook the bad, and concentrate on the good; 
Don’t look down on someone unless you are reaching down to help that someone; Listen more; Look at 
assumptions and shake them away; Invite more; Less snap judgments; Give second chances and not judge so 
easily; Let people be who they want to be instead of fitting them in one mold; To not be judgmental based upon 
appearance; To not rush to judgment or to assume; Commit to seeking out more of the diverse people who are 
not like us; Being able to look beyond the physical features; Be curious to learn about the person; Love people’s 
differences; Be patient so that I can discover who the person really is; Remember that everyone has a story; 
Become a better listener with those persons I don’t know; We will be more active in being an ALL inclusive 
people/church/community; Be more vulnerable; Trust; Learn; Teach; Be more tolerant; Least diverse state in 
nation…try; Have an open mind toward whomever I meet whether they appear quite different; Give 20 minutes 
withholding judgment; Not to judge too quickly; More patience before forming an assumption; More awareness 
of cultures; More accepting of diversity; Smile; More opportunities for discussion on anti-racism and hate 
groups; Dialogue; Ecumenism; Friendship; Acceptance; Tolerance; Committing to get to know people’s stories. 
Everybody has a story; Being a better listener rather than doing all the talking; Something similar to what has 
been done here [conversation and commitment] at my home church; To collect different images of Jesus in 
different cultures; Will not make snap judgments about anyone who looks, sounds or feels different from me; 
Consider the resolution with adult study group; Introduce the resolution to the entire congregation during 
service; Bring to Church Council for consideration—“What can we do?; Consider how the resolution meets the 
church mission; Invite outside pastors who will challenge the congregation; To look beyond the borders of our 
town; Open our minds to let us accept others, and look beyond the physical differences to the person 
underneath, and see that person as a child of God; Commit to get group to be more welcoming.  

Remember Rev. 7:9-10: “After this I looked, and there was a great multitude that no one could count, 
from every nation, from all tribes and peoples and languages, standing before the throne and before the Lamb, 
robed in white, with palm branches in their hands. They cried out in a loud voice, saying, ‘Salvation belongs to 
our God who is seated on the throne, and to the Lamb!’” 

After the small groups with Lisa Fagerstrom, we gathered back to music by Mitch Thomas. A member 
asked, wouldn’t it be more inclusive to refer to ourselves as people, rather than as groups? 

MASSACHUSETTS AND SOUTHEASTERN RHODE ISLAND (RIM) DISTRICT APPOINTMENTS – Bishop 
Weaver introduced the new DS, Seok Hwan Hong. DS, Gary Shaw read the new appointments in accordance with 
the process used by earlier districts. 

CLERGY SEXUAL MISCONDUCT POLICY – Marilyn Robb moved adoption of RS-204 on the policy. She 
shared background about the Response Intervention Team and steering committee.  She explained that all 
churches should have brochures about sexual misconduct and first contact.  The conference brochure is now 
available in Korean, Spanish and English. The amended motion was adopted. 

Bishop Weaver recognized the team, who were acknowledged. He also lifted Sybil Frailin in prayer for 
the loss of her brother. 

RETIREE VIDEOS – The body watched the video of Ronald Messer. 
BREAK – Bishop Weaver declared a 15-minute break in order that we might enjoy strawberry shortcake, 

courtesy of the Preacher’s Aid Society (PAS). 
NICARAGUA COVENANT – After the break, Bishop reconvened and introduced Steve Melius who spoke 

about the Nicaragua Covenant, sharing its background and history.  Pat Miller-Fernandez, South Bridgewater, 
spoke about her recent trip to Nicaragua.  A slide show included the covenant mission statement and 
photographs from Nicaragua.  Steve introduced Alejandro Saintclair, Rosaura Hernandez, Pastor Santos Boza, 
visitors from Nicaragua.  They offered their greetings and thanks for the covenant with the New England United 
Methodist churches, translated by Ulysses Torres.   

Bishop Weaver thanked them for the blessings that have transformed us. 
Ulysses Torres commented that the best way to stop immigration is to improve the economies and the 

lives of people in other countries.  He said he was proud of the United Methodist Church for giving back. 
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NEW HAMPSHIRE DISTRICT (NHD) APPOINTMENTS – John Blackadar, the DS, called out the 
appointments following the established process. 

PREACHERS’ AID SOCIETY (PAS) – Cathy MacGovern presented the Lifetime of Discipleship Award, 
given to lay persons for effective and sustained leadership over a life-time of ministry.  A donation will be given 
in honor of the recipients to a ministry of their choosing.  Cathy introduced the two recipients with their 
background and record of service: 

Harry Johnson, Brookline MA– Friends of Nitco, Nicaragua 
Philip Sousag – United Methodist Eldercare Center, Providence, RI 
Philip and Harry both offered brief remarks. 
Tom Gallen, Executive Director of PAS, announced the campaign to raise 3 million dollars for housing.  

There will be no set goal per church; 10 percent to Central Conference.  PAS hopes that churches will partner 
with PAS to meet common goals and needs.  Almost $100,000 has been committed by Board of Directors.  
Londonderry church signed on as a pilot church giving a donation of $500 yesterday.  He issued an invitation to 
join with PAS to do this work.  Kelly Frost is the fundraising consultant.  Tom stated: “The New England Annual 
Conference of the United Methodist Church commends to our members and congregations the ‘Because They 
Serve’ capital fund drive of the Preachers' Aid Society of New England and encourages prayerful support of this 
effort on behalf of our active and retired pastors and the Central Conference Pension Initiative”.  

Barbara Cann, co-chair of CFA, affirmed the work and plans of PAS campaign. 
ORGANIZATIONAL – Bishop Weaver welcomed JoAnn Carlotto, Tri-State District Lay Leader, to the table 

to help preside over the Annual Conference.  
POLICY ON CLOSED CHURCH ASSETS - Rick McKinley introduced the background of RS-221 substitute, a 

replacement policy for RS-225 of 2004 Annual Conference. Harbor Mitchell moved an amendment to defer. It 
was seconded, but not adopted. After some dialogue, John Blackadar called the question which was adopted. 
Bishop Weaver offered a prayer before the vote.  The original motion was adopted. 

ORDER OF THE DAY- Bishop Weaver introduced Green Mountain College President, Paul Fonteyn, who 
showed a video and said he encouraged spirituality at the college.   The College is in partnership with the UMC 
nearby.  They are trying to develop more faith in action in the community.   

RECESS – Bishop Weaver declared us in recess at 5:41PM 
GRACE - Paul Fonteyn led us in prayer before dinner.  
 
FRIDAY EVENING 
 
CALL TO ORDER - The Opening Music was provided by Lee Domann and Mitch. Bishop Weaver called 

the session to order at 7:13 PM. 
INTRODUCING THE NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE (NEC) STAFF - Bonnie Marden introduced the 

Conference staff and invited them to the stage.  
ORGANIZATIONAL - Bishop Weaver welcomed Phillip Viall, RIM District Lay Leader, to join him at the 

head table. 
ZIEGLER AWARD AND PREACHING – Phil McClintock introduced Bill Lord, a member of Ruth’s church.  

Bill introduced Rev. Dr. Ruth Merriam, recipient of the 2010 Ziegler Preaching Award.  Ruth preached on Friday 
night. The sermon title was, “Are you a Thermometer or a Thermostat?” Her scripture text was Nehemiah 8:9-
12.  She recalled the comparison made by Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in his Letter from Birmingham Jail, 
describing the difference between a thermometer, which measures temperature, and a thermostat, which 
controls temperature. She invited the audience to decide whether we are thermometer people or thermostat 
people. The former, she said, respond directly to the experiences around them; their moods are a reflection of 
the things that happen to them. By contrast, thermostat people determine ahead of time what their response 
will be, no matter what happens to them. Nehemiah, she said, was such a person, who told the people 
rebuilding Jerusalem to depend on the Lord’s joy, which is boundless, rather than their own, which may or may 
not be in evidence. Imagining Nehemiah’s words, she said, “Stop thinking about your own situation, as dire as it 
might be, and think about God’s. Since this is a holy day for God, set your thermostats on joy, and out of that joy, 
share what you’ve got.”  

At the conclusion of her message, Ruth Merriam shared a story about a young man named Salvy, who 
was trapped and paralyzed with a neck injury during the earthquake in Haiti. She described how Salvy prayed for 
an angel when it seemed that death would not come for him, and how another young man, James, came and 
cared for him, reminded him to have faith in God’s healing power, and carried him to a hospital where Salvy 
received treatment and was able to walk again. Ruth and her church were on mission in Haiti when they 
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encountered the two men, as part of their mission. She introduced the two to the audience. They received 
applause and an emotional standing ovation! 

Ruth reiterated that we all have the decision to draw our strength from God’s joy or from our own. “Are 
you a thermometer person or a thermostat person set on transformation?” she asked. “It all depends on 
attitude, on whose joy it is that’s most important to you. “ 

TOGETHER FOR TOMORROW (TFT) – Marion Grant spoke about Together for Tomorrow.  Giving 
remains strong entering our last year.  Of a net pledge of $14,872,222, so far $9,639,793 has been received.  
Marion also talked about the West Angola Conference, to whom some of the pledged funds go.  Churches 
hoping to establish sister church relationships – contact Abiot Moyo of Africa Planning Committee. 

WEST ANGOLA COVENANT – Marion Grant also welcomed our guests, Bishop Gaspar Joao Domingos 
and Dr. Joao Manuel da Graca.   

Bishop Weaver spoke about his first experience visiting Angola. In the midst of complete tragedy, the 
United Methodist Church was one bright light. 

Bishop Domingos and Dr. da Graca spoke, accompanied by a video presentation.  Bishop Domingos 
presented gifts of a painting and two sculptures from the West Angola Conference to the New England 
Conference.  He invited Linda Weaver to come forward and presented her with a gift from his wife. 

Bishop Weaver presented gifts of a pewter cross and a sign from Old North Church, Boston to Bishop 
Domingos from the New England Annual Conference. 

UNITED METHODIST WOMEN (UMW) – Ginny Wright reported on United Methodist Women in 
mission, accompanied by a video presentation.  Fay Flanary invited Barbara Schreier to the stage and presented 
her with a special pin in recognition of her service as the Dean of the School of Mission. 

UNITED METHODIST COMMITTEE ON RELIEF (UMCOR) UPDATE – Doug Spanks, Disaster Relief 
Coordinator, spoke about the floods in Massachusetts. Doug invited New England people to go back to churches 
and contact Doug and VIM coordinator (David Stackpole) to invite people to help.  There are 60,000 applicants 
for FEMA money and over 5,000 unmet needs in MA.  He issued an invitation for New England teams to help. 

OFFERING FOR MISSION LEAP FORWARD - Bishop Weaver called for an offering to help teams wanting 
to do missions and offered a prayer.  The Conference Choir provided music. 

RETIREE VIDEOS – This time the video was of David Baird. 
CONNECTICUT WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS DISTRICT (CWM) APPOINTMENTS – Heidi Chamberland, 

the DS, announced the appointments. 
TRI-STATE DISTRICT (TRI) APPOINTMENTS – Jan and Mike Davis, the DS’s, announced the 

appointments. 
CHECK CHALLENGE – Pat MacHugh read the interim results, showing that NME district was leading, with 

NHD in second place!  
CCYM Check Challenge as of 1PM Friday: 
NME $2,076 
MME $483 
NHD $1,244 
TRI $28 
CMA $446 

CWM $597 
MBH $277 
RIM $317 
VMT $36 
TOTAL: $5,484 

 
NME DISTRICT APPOINTMENTS – Pat MacHugh, the DS, announced the appointments. 
DISCONTINUANCE OF GOULDSBORO UMC - Pat MacHugh moved the adoption of RS-223, to 

discontinue and close the church. The motion as amended was adopted. 
Bishop Weaver asked everyone who has been touched by the ministry of the Gouldsboro Church to 

stand and he offered a prayer for the ministry of Gouldsboro Church. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS – Bishop Weaver made these announcements: Saturday morning opening worship 

would begin 30 minutes earlier than previously scheduled, at 8:00 AM. Reception for Lee Domann would be held 
in Lane Student Center following recess 

RECESS – Bishop Weaver declared us in recess at 9:39 P.M 
Lee Domann offered closing music, God’s Lullaby, as a benediction. 
 
SATURDAY MORNING, JUNE 19, 2010 – Casting Ourselves Upriver and Downstream 
 
CALL TO ORDER - Bishop Weaver called the Conference to order at 8:25 A.M, following opening worship 

by Music team and Youth that began at 8:00 A.M.   
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ORGANIZATIONAL - Bishop Weaver welcomed Betty Austin, MME District Lay Leader, to join him at the 
head table. 

CONFERENCE COUNCIL ON YOUTH MINISTRY (CCYM) – Representatives including Nadia Fellah of Lynn, 
and Arianna Alexander of Harrison, ME, explained the mission of the council by use of PowerPoint slides show. 
The year’s highlights were: 

• Hosted BAM! '08 (Be Abstract in Ministry); 
• Sent youth on MOP (Mission of Peace) trips to Cuba, South Africa, and India (Arianna went to 

India); 
• Gave funds to the National Youth Service Fund. 

The Mission of Peace is a yearly journey of Shalom sponsored by the Northeastern Jurisdiction. Youth 
participants worship in local churches, meet local youth, and experience life in a vastly different culture than 
their own. Each MOPer raises money to participate, and is expected to share their story 5 times upon their 
return. 

What do we do at conference? We do the “Change Your Change for Changing Youth”, formerly the 
Penny Challenge. We use our budget to help fund MOPers, contribute to the YSF (Youth Service Fund), and plan 
future events such as BAM the Sequel and Youth 2011. 

What are we doing next? BAM! The Sequel, October 2, 2010 at the Exeter UMC; Mission of Peace trip 
to China, December 2010 and Youth 2011 at Purdue University. For more information check out 
www.neccym.org 

CONFERENCING - Bishop led us in the Prayer of Confession and Hope. He greeted everyone and invited 
prayer requests for the morning.  Bishop lifted the pocket Prayer Shawl from his pocket that was gifted to him by 
the Oakdale UMC, MA. He also mentioned that there were six Annual Conferences including us and Troy that 
were in transition. One of them, Upper New York, was meeting on the same day. We should pray for the Annual 
Conferences. David Svenson was recovering in hospital. He offered a prayer and we closed by singing Sweet 
Hour of Prayer. 

COMMITTEE ON JOURNAL- Kristine Anderson reported for the Committee on Journal that the 
proceedings of the previous day had been received and found to be in order. She moved their adoption. The 
motion was adopted. She also moved that the minutes of today’s session be adopted as printed in the 
Conference Journal. The motion was adopted. 

MONITORING REPORTS – Lisa Fagerstrom gave the Monitoring report from Friday’s sessions and also 
spoke to a question about balancing our uniqueness and our oneness.  Lisa noted that yesterday there were 
about 3 to 1 in terms of whites and other ethnic groups; about 50/50 male and female.  She noted that the 
microphone conversations were predominantly white.  How do we invite as well as include? Lisa did an exercise 
having us breathe in and breathe out noting that our bodies balance breathing in and breathing out.  None of us 
want to breathe out all the time, nor breathe in all the time. It’s a similar polarity we balance with diversity. 
That’s the balance we have to maintain between being unique and being united.  She noted that a misspelled 
“united” often comes out as “untied”! If we go too far with uniqueness, it becomes self-centered.  If we go too 
far with sameness, it becomes boring.  We need to lower the waterline, and not just look at the iceberg! Lisa 
previewed some of the commitments members were making, in response to her request.  There would be a 
more complete list in the Conference Journal. She continued to collect commitments.  She stated that she would 
also post some on the wall outside.  We think about “different” as being different from us, but we’re different 
from everyone else, too. 

MID-MAINE (MME) DISTRICT APPOINTMENTS – Beverly Stenmark, the DS, announced the 
appointments. 

DISCONTINUANCE OF THE LIVERMORE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, LIVERMORE; ME- Beverly 
Stenmark moved the adoption of RS-214, to discontinue and close the church. The motion as amended was 
adopted. 

DISCONTINUANCE OF THE UNITED METHODIST CONGREGATION, AT, PHILLIPS, ME - Beverly Stenmark 
moved the adoption of RS-215, to discontinue the congregation. The motion was adopted. 

The Bishop invited those who have been touched by the ministries of the Livermore and Phillips 
churches to stand and then he offered a prayer. 

BOARD OF CONGREGATION AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT – Curtis Brown moved the adoption of 
RS-222, to organize the Board. The motion was adopted. 
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UNIT INSURANCE PLAN – Bruce Maxwell accepted two friendly amendments to accommodate Vermont 
churches. After a dialogue including Q & A, Bruce moved adoption of the amended RS-112. The motion was 
adopted. 

COMMITTEE ON RULES – Gwen Purushotham moved adoption of RS-203 – Amendments to the Policies 
and Procedures. This amendment was pursuant to “sunset” policy VII.D.5. The motion was adopted as shown 
below: 

2009 APPENDIX C  RS-123 1999 Parsonage Guidelines – continued to 2011 session 
2009 APPENDIX D RS-216 2003 Clergy Couple Compensation - continued to 2011 session 
2009 APPENDIX E  RS- 129 1999 Continuing Formation Requirements- Expired,  
     transferred to BOOM 
2009 APPENDIX Q -- 1999 Task Forces – Expired. 
BOARD OF CHURCH & SOCIETY – We Chang moved adoption of RS-212, Justice for Our Neighbors and 

undocumented immigrants. After a dialogue and accepting friendly amendments, there was a call for the 
question. The motion was adopted.  

Bishop Weaver led us in prayer and then we voted. RS-212 was adopted. 
ORDER OF THE DAY- Fay Flanary, Conference Secretary of Global Ministries, introduced Adam Neil of 

the General Board of Global Ministries, who spoke about United Methodist Missions. Everyone has mission 
flyers in their pews to take with them.  October web event: Each day log on to support the project.  $1 will be 
donated to each project.  He urged us to sign-up online and encouraged us to support missionaries through 
Covenant relationships.  The most supported missionary is Belinda Forbes in Nicaragua.  Adam helped 
technology leading to a Skype with Belinda Forbes in Nicaragua and later with Jeremias Franca, missionary in 
Mozambique. 

CLERGY BACKGROUND CHECK POLICY - Jim McPhee moved adoption of RS-205. This amendment was 
pursuant to “sunset” policy VII.D.5. After a friendly amendment and some dialogue, the motion was adopted. 

LAY BACKGROUND CHECK POLICY - Jim McPhee moved adoption of RS-206. This amendment was 
pursuant to “sunset” policy VII.D.5. After a friendly amendment and some dialogue, the motion was adopted. 

THE HENRY DENMAN AWARDS - Curtis Brown introduced the Awards, given to those whose lives have 
had an impact on those around them.  Duane Clinker introduced the lay award winner, Clarice Gothberg, of 
Open Table of Christ UMC in Providence, RI.  Martin McLee introduced the clergy award winner, Han Kim, of 
Grace Vision UMC in Cambridge, MA. He noted our vision of planting 20 churches by the year 2012.  Bishop 
Weaver presented both with plaques in honor of the award. 

RETIREE VIDEOS – The body watched videos of retirees: Linda Grenfell, John Blackadar, and Carroll 
Moore. 

ORGANIZATIONAL – Pearl Wilkinson, Lay Leader from CWM district, joined the Bishop at the head 
table. 

BOARD OF CHURCH & SOCIETY – Mike Clark, Watertown and Peace with Justice Coordinator spoke 
about supporting the treaty to ban landmines around the world.  For both Nicaragua and Angola this is more 
than a resolution (RS-211), it’s a painful reality.  200 people received bells made from landmines and weapons; 
examples of beating swords into plowshares.  After resolutions adoption in the Consent Calendar, for 15 seconds 
the bells will be rung to remember the hundreds of thousands of people who have died or been wounded by 
landmines. 

CONSENT CALENDAR – Ralph Oduor moved the adoption of the Consent Calendar on page 2 of the PCB, 
noting that RS-112, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207and RS-212 were removed. The motion was adopted.  

Bishop Weaver invited everyone to ring their bells, and then closed in prayer for an end to weapons and 
warfare. 

ANNOUNCEMENT – Laurel Scott, Manchester, CT, referring to RS 101 (Minimum Cash Salary for 2011), 
said that brochures were available for each congregation, and there was compensation information for each 
pastor. 

COMMITTEE ON LEADERSHIP (COL) - Linda Reiber, co-Chair, presented the committee’s nominating 
report from COL’s handout mterial, with a few changes. 

Bishop Weaver declared us convened as the Board of Directors, for the election of officers, as Linda 
moved the elections for the Board of the United Methodist Foundation of New England. All nominated were 
elected.  

Bishop declared us adjourned as the Board of Directors of the United Methodist Foundation of New 
England. 
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Bishop declared us convened as the Board of Directors, for the election of officers, as Linda moved the 
elections for the Board of the Methodist Home. All nominated were elected.  

Bishop declared us adjourned as the Board of Directors of the Methodist Home.  
Linda Reiber moved the adoption of its report as amended, RS-226. It was adopted. 
ORGANIZATIONAL – Charles Frasier, CMA district Lay Leader, joined the Bishop at the head table. 
CFA - Barbara Cann and Bruce Young moved adoption of 2010-2011 Budget resolution, RS-117. The 

motion was adopted. Attempts to reopen debate were ruled out-of-order. Thus ended the shortest dialogue on 
the budget at Annual Conference session, in recent memory! 

Bill Burnside, the Conference Treasurer, asked members of the committee to stand and they were 
thanked with clapping.  He addressed the needs of pastors in the Central Conference who are without pensions 
and said we should designate our share of the funds received from Publishing House. 

BOARD OF PENSIONS - Charles Stewart, Chair of the Conference Board of Pensions, stated that the 
report was given by Bill Burnside. He stated there would be no Cokesbury check this year, but the Board of 
Pensions will donate $25,000 to Central Conference pensions. 

METRO BOSTON HOPE DISTRICT (MBH) APPOINTMENTS – Martin McLee, the DS, read the 
appointments.  

CHECK CHALLENGE – Nadia Fellah, Grace UMC, Lynn, MA and member of Conference Council on Youth 
Ministries, gave the final results as follows: 

The winner of fountain was Suzanne.   
Winner of Check Challenge was the New Hampshire District by raising $2,446.14.   
The District Superintendents from NHD, NME and RIM were invited to the stage.  CCYM presented them 

with gifts of t-shirts.   
The CCYM total received from the Check Challenge was $7,823.37. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS – United Methodist Economic Ministry, Salem, ME, has been building ramps as a 

demonstration of their ministry.  They need a truck to bring lumber or 4x4 section back to Maine.  They would 
accept help in Chase Hall. 

STATISTICIAN’S REPORT –Vicki Woods on a point of clarification stated that we have done a lot on 
Congregational Development.  We miss having Joy Mueller’s (Statistician) report, which shows the bigger 
picture.  Thanks were given to Joy for her statistical work and reporting. The report would be online at 
www.neumc.org.  

ADVANCE SPECIAL – David Arruda moved adoption of RS-224, N.U.H.O.P.E. to support 
Foster/Adoption/Orphan Care, for the current quadrennium. The motion as amended was seconded and 
adopted. 

ADVANCE SPECIAL – David Arruda moved adoption of RS-225, “WE C.A.R.E VILLAGE” of Zimbabwe, a 
Ministry to Orphans of HIV/AIDS, for the current quadrennium. 

RETHINK CHURCH VIDEO – We watched a video from UM Communication, which was newer, livelier 
and more inspiring.  

2011 ANNUAL CONFERENCE DATES – Bishop Weaver announced next year’s Annual Conference dates: 
June 8-11.  Bishop Minerva Carcanos will be the guest preacher.  It will probably be held here at Gordon College. 

THANKS – Bonnie Marden thanked all who assisted in making Annual Conference happen also stating 
that the Statistical Report will be available online. She asked that we please fill out the evaluation form.   

Bishop Weaver thanked Ralph Oduor, Oscar Harrell, Jim McPhee, Bonnie Marden, and NEUMC staff.  
Bishop thanked Dr. Zan Holmes and Bishop Gaspar Domingos.  He also thanked Dot Hollenbeck and Linda 
Weaver. 

ADJOURNMENT – Ralph Oduor moved that the 17th Session of the New England Annual Conference 
meeting at Wenham, Massachusetts be adjourned following the Ordination Service. The motion was adopted.  

Bishop Weaver declared us so adjourned at 11:53 A.M.   
GRACE - Mary Elizabeth Moore, Dean of Boston University School of Theology, made brief comments, 

and then offered Grace before lunch. 
 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON - 2:00PM 
 
ORDINATION SERVICE – Bishop Weaver commissioned probationary (provisional) deacons and 

elders and ordained full Deacons and Elders. Local pastors licensed for the year were recognized.  
Julia Daley was commissioned a provisional Deacon.  
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Shinhyung Ahn, James Arrison, Matthew Bowles (VT), Jeffrey Hooker, Bob (Song Bok) Jon, Shandirai 
Mawokomatanda were commissioned as a Provisional Elders.  

Erica Hirsch was ordained as a Deacon in full connection.  
These persons were ordained Elders in full connection: Chong Wook Choi, Sharon Lovejoy, Kathleen 

Macedo, Linda Stetter, William Taylor, and Kristin White; while James Blair was recognized as an elder in full 
connection, since he was previously ordained in another denomination.  

Heather Ryan Bailes was ordained as a courtesy to the California-Nevada Conference. 
CALL TO FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN MINISTRY – Bishop Weaver invited those who wanted to make a 

commitment to some form of full-time ordained or pulpit ministry to come forward for a time of prayer and 
dedication. The following answered that call and came forward:  

Anna-Jean Alexander, Hillary Barrows, David L. Bedell, Waitay Bodu, Ruth A.Brown, Carol Castle, Kevin J. 
Graney, Rebecca Hewett, Ashley R. Johnson, Christa Levesque, Casandra Marsh, Carl Straus and Shallon Sullivan. 
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